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1. INTRODUCTION 
Finite simple Chevalley-groups over the field F, and sporadic simple groups 
very often have centralizers of involutions H such that F*(H) is extra-special. 
In “most of these cases” (some exceptions are listed in Theorem B below) 
F*(H)/Z(H) is a minimal normal subgroup of H/Z(H) (here F*(X) is the 
counter-image of Soc(Cx(F(X)) F(X)/F(X)) in X). This paper is the follow-up 
to [4] and its purpose is to prove the following results. 
THEOREM A. Let G be a $nite fusion-simple group. Suppose G contains a 
subgroup H with the follow&g properties. 
(i) E = F*(H) is an extra-special 2-group. 
(ii) If.?(E) = (z> then H = C(z). 
(iii) A is maximal abelian in E and A 4 H. 
If 1 E 1 = 22++1 then one of the following is true. 
(a) zc n E = {z}. 
(b) ‘A is elementary abelian of order 2n+r, E is of type (+), and H/E N L,,(2). 
THEOREM B. Let G be a jnite fusion-simple group containing a subgroup H 
satisfy& Theorem A(i)-(iii). Suppose further zG n E # {z}. Then one of the 
following is true. 
(a) E = AB, where B is elementary abelian of order 2”+l, B Q H, and 
G =L+2(2), A, , A, > Jf24 9 He or A Q G, G/A N L,+,(2) and G splits over A. 
* The second author was supported by the Alexander von Humboldt-Stiftung at 
Heidelberg. 
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(b) A is the only normal abelian group of order 2” : l in II, G N M,, OY 
n = 2, 3, 4 and A 4 G, G/A N L,+,(2) and G is a nonsplit extension of A 
by L(2). 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
In this section we collect some (mostly known) results needed for the proof 
of Theorems A and B. 
2.1. Let V be a n-dimensional F,-vectorspace and X C GL( V). Suppose V 
contains hyperplanes V, , . . . , V, such that ni Vi = (0) and that X contains 
subgroups X1 , . . . , X,suchthat[V,XJ = Viand[Vi,X,] ={O}forl <i<n. 
Then X = GL( V). 
Proof. Use induction and act with Yi = N,(( V,) (2 < i < n) on V, . 
Then (X, , Y, ,..., Y,) is isomorphic to the stabilizer of a hyperplane in GL(V) 
which is a maximal subgroup. The assertion is now immediate. 
2.2 (Janko). Let X be a $nite group and z an involution in X such that 
E = F*(H) is extra-special, where H = C(x). Then H controls the fusion of the 
elements in E not conjugate to z in X. 
Proof. Suppose u i , ua E B are conjugate in X but not conjugate to z. 
Obviously we may assume that ur , ua are involutions. Then C,(q) = (u& x Ei 
(i = 1,2), where Ei is extra-special of width n - 1 if E has width n. If Ti E 
Syl,(C,(u,)) then t E Z( Ti) normalizes C’s(&) CI D, . As t centralizes a subgroup 
of index 2 in C,(&) it induces an inner automorphism and so Z(TJ = (z, ui) 
(i :: 1,2). Hence (z) char Ti and Ti E Syl,(C(ui)). If g E X with T1g ~7 T, 
it follows .a~ -= z and g E H. 
2.3. Let V be a symplectic 2n-dimensional F,-space and V, a n-dimensional 
isotropic subspace of V. If X C Sp( V) . zs a subgroup normalizing V, then the 
;epresentation of X induced on V, is dual (transpose-inverse) to the representation 
of X induced on V/V, . 
Proof. See [l, 2.2 proof]. 
DEFINITION. Let G be a finite group. A set of {3,4}-+-transpositions is a 
G-invariant collection D of involutions such that G :: (D) and for each 
a, b E D we have ] ab 1 < 4. If 1 ab ] = 4 then (ab)2 E D. 
2.4 (Timmesfeld [7, 4.1.5-4.1.61). Let D be a set of (3, 4)-l--transpositions 
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of G. Assume O,(G) = 1. Then D is partitioned into subsets Di (1 < i < Y) 
sllch that 
(i) [Di , Dj] = 1 for i :+ j. 
(ii) (Di) is transitive on D, . 
(iii) If a, b E D, ab E D then a N b in G and hence a and b belong to the 
same block Di . 
2.5 (McLaughlin [6]). Let V be a vectorspace of dimension n 3 2 over Fz 
and let G be an irreducible subgroup of SL( V) which is generated by transvections. 
If G + SL( V) then n > 4 and G is one of the following subgroups of Sp(V): 
Sp( V), O-(V), Oi( V) (except n E- 4), &+, , or &.+, . 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM A 
We assume that conclusion (a) of Theorem A is not true and so (E - (a)) n 
xG +- @. Take x E (E - (z)) n zc and we denote by E, and A, subgroups 
of C(X) corresponding in H to E and A, respectively. Further set 1 A / =:: 2”+l 
and for convenience we assume n > 2. 
3.1. C(A) = A, C,(A/(z)) == E, and z E E, . 
Proof. While the first two statements are trivial the third follows from 
[4, 2.2(a)]. 
3.2. If x 6 A then z $ A, . Moreover A, n E :-= (x). 
Proof. Since xz ,-- x in E and z N zx in E, there is a g E N((x, x)) inter- 
changing z and x. So if x E A, then .z E A n A, . Apply g and hence x E A, n A, 
a contradiction. Now C,(x) = (x) x El , where El is extra-special. (z) is 
the only minimal normal subgroup of El and A, n El 5 El . Since x $ A, 
we have A, n El = 1 and the assertion follows. 
For homomorphic images in H modulo E we use the bar convention. 
3.3. If (E - A) n zG f- o then H/E --L,(2). 
Proof. Suppose x E E - A. By 3.2 we have [CA(x), C,z(z)j C A, n A L= 1. 
By 3.1 we act with ff on A/(z). Now CA,(z) is a group of order 2”-l centralizing 
the hyperplane C,(x)/(z) in A/(z). Set m = (C,=(z) 1 x E (E - A) n zc) and 
A,/(x) 1 ns C,(x)/(z), where x E (E - A) n zG. Obviously m centralizes 
A,/(z). Denote by a the subgroup in w stabilizing the chain A/(z) 2 A,/(z) 1 1. 
Then 0 is a normal 2-subgroup of f7 and so 0 = 1 as O,(R) : -: 1. If A,/(z) # 1 
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then [CAs(.z), C,(x)] =y 1 and [CA (z), A] = CA(x) implies that there is a 
1 # 9 E CA,(x) with 1 # [ 7, A/(z;] C A,/(z). So fi Z 1, a contradiction. 
Now the assertion follows by 2.1. 
For the remainder of this section we always assume (E - A) n zG =z D’. 
3.4. A, n E : A, n A. If y E A, - E then 3 induces a transvection on 
A/(z). Further E n E, is elementary abelian of order 2”+l. If u E A, n A - (x, z> 
then there is a t E CE,(z) with ut = ux. If u E A - (A, n A) then there is a 
y E A, - A with u” c ux(z). 
Proof. Call an element y E E of type (A) if there is a u E A with u wy 
in G. 2.2 implies that B - A contains no elements of type (A). Thus A, n E := 
A,nA. 
Now [A,, Cs(x)] CA, n EC A and so & centralizes the hyperplane 
C,(x)/A in E/A. By 2.3 we have [& , A/(z)] = Z(C,(x))/(z) = (x, z)/(z) 
and the second assertion follows. As / & / I= 1 A: (A n A,)\ we find for 
each u E A - (A n A,) a y E A, - A with u” E WC(X). Since A, n 4 Z C,(z) 
all elements u E A, n A - (x, x) are conjugate to ux in C, (z). 
It is obvious that [C,.(A n A,), A] C A n A, . This gives’immediately that 
[CeZ(A n A& A] = Z(Ce,(z)) = (x, z). Hence I C,,(A n &)I = ) A,: (A n A,)( 
and SO ] CEc(A n A,) n E / 2 2 ntl. Since En E, is elementary abelian this 
gives that / En E, 1 = 2n-1. 
3.5. A, = (A n zG) u 1 is a subgroup of A. 
Proof. If x, y E .zG n A then by 3.4 we have xy E zG n A and the assertion 
follows. 
DEFINITION. For x E A, - (z) denote by Jz the set of transvections induced -- 
by CEz(z) on A/(z). In particular A, C jz . Set further J,, = uz Jz , where 
x E A, - (z). Finally denote by J the set of all transvections induced by 
X = (JO) on A/(z). 
3.6. J has a partition J = J1 u ... U J,. such that [Ji , Jd] - 1 for i fj 
andX=(J)=XIX~~~XXT, where Xi =: (1%) and Xi is isomorphic to 
one of the following groups: L,(2), Sp@, 2), Oi(2s, 2), Z8+1, OY .ZS+, for a 
suitable s. 
Proof. It is well known that the transvections form a class of {3,4}+- 
transpositions in GL(m, 2) for every m. 
By 2.4 we have a partition J = Ji u ... U J,. with [Ji , Jj] 12 1 for i # j 
and Xi = ( Ji) is transitive on Ji . 
Let 1 = A,/(z) C Ae/(z> C ... CA,/(z) = A/(z) be a chain of X,-modules 
such that A,+,/Aj ~z1 Aj+l/(z)/Aj/( x is irreducible for 1 < j < m - 1. Since ) 
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X 4 R we have O,(X) = 0,(X<) = 1 and so fir C~i(~,+r/AJ = 1. If  f ,  s E Ji 
and i acts nontrivial on A,+,/A, but s centralizes it then t + s in Xi , a contradic- 
tion. As the elements of Ji act as transvections on A/(z) it follows that there 
is exactly one irreducible factor A,,/A, which is nontrivial and all other com- 
position factors are the trivial Xi-module. So Xi is represented faithful on 
Aj+JAj and by 2.5 we have Xi -*L,(2), SP(S, 2), O*(S, 2), Zs+, , Zs+s, where s 
is the dimension of A,+,/A, . 
3.7. r = 1 and x N Sp(s, 2) or L,(2). 
Proof. Clearly, A,/(z) is a X-invariant submodule of A/(z) and A/A,, 
is the trivial X-module. If  there would be an element i E X+ such that t stabilizes 
the chain 1 C A,/(z) C A/(z) then O,(X) # 1 and thus O,(R) # 1, a contradic- 
tion. Hence X is represented faithful on A,/(z). 
Set y  = (C,z(z) 1 x E A,, - (2)). The proofs of 3.4 and 3.5 show that 
P is transitive on (A,/(z))+. So C,,,,,(X) = 1 and there is a component, 
say X1 , having the (only) nontrivial irreducible submodule A,/(z) in A,/(x). 
Obviously X2 x ... x Xr centralize A,/(z). Induction shows that A,/(z) 
has a submodule A,/(x) x .** x A,/(a) such that A,/(z) is the nontrivial 
irreducible submodule for Xi in A,/(x) and [A&T), Xj] = 1 for i # j. P 
normalizes X and permutes the A,/(z). Transitivity of P on (A,/(z))+ finally 
implies Y = 1 and X = Xl. 
P induces the group X on A,/(z) since the groups listed in 3.6 are self- 
normalizing in the embedding in SL(A,/(z)). Now the transitivity of F on 
(A,,/+))# implies A,/(z) = A,/(z) and X N S’(A,/(z)) or SL(A,/(z)). We 
have even shown: 
3.8. N,(A,/(z)) 11 SL(A,/(x)) or Sp(A,/(z)) and is induced by X. 
3.9. A = A,. 
Proof. A, covers A/(A n A,). I f  not then CAJA,/(z)) # 1 and thus 
O,(X) # 1, a contradiction. 
Set P = (C,,(Z) 1 x E A, - (z)). By the above remark and 3.4 we have 
[A/(z), y] C A,/(z). Thus P centralizes A/A,. We know that P induces X 
on A,/(z). Then P3 X would imply O,(P) # 1, a contradiction. Hence 
F = x. 
All elements in u(A,/(z)) - A,/(z) for u E A - A, are conjugate under X. 
References [3, (6)] and [l, 2.11 imply that if A # A, then 1 A,/(x)1 = 28 
and X -L,(2). Now C&Z) is an elementary abelian group of order 2”-l. 
Since A r> A, we have n >, 4. But L,(2) contains no abelian subgroup of order 8. 
Theorem A now follows from 3.8, 3.9, and 4.1 of the next section. 
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4. PROOF OF THEOREM B 
4.1. If H/EzSp(n,2) then n -2 and G=A,, A,, Mlz, or A QG, 
and G/A N L,(2). 
Proof. Suppose false. Then by 3.3, xc n EC A. Let G be a minimal 
counterexample. By the well-known classification theorems we may assume 
n > 2. Take x E A - (z). Then from the structure of H we have C,(x)/C,(x) 
is isomorphic to a split extension of an elementary abelian group of order 
2+l by Sp(n - 2,2). Also N((x, s))/C,(x) N .Zs . Since Sp(n - 2,2) has no 
outer automorphism of order 3, there exists a subgroup V of order 3 in N((x, x)) 
such that (x, z)V II A, and C,(X) V/O,(C,(x)) N Sp(n - 2,2) x .Zs . 
Now let c be an element of order 3 in C,(X) such that C,(c) is an extra- 
special group of order 22n-3 and C,(c)/C,(c) N Sp(n - 2,2) x 2, . Also we 
may choose such an element c which centralizes V. Hence x N .z in C(c). 
Set C = C(c). If O(C)1 (c) then C(X) n O(C) 3 (c). Let d E C(x) n O(C) 
such that z inverts d. However, x E O,(C(x)) and this is impossible. Hence 
O(C) = (c). 
Xow set C ~1. C/(c) and use the bar convention. We have P = O,(C&Z)) 
is extra-special of order 22n-3, Cc(P) = (z), C&%)/p N Sp(n - 2,2), there 
exist an elementary abelian group B of order 2+-l in Cc(%) such that B 4 CC(Z) 
and w~B-n%“. If C is fusion-simple, then by the minimality of G, we have 
n-2 -2 and CczA,, A,, M12, or C/B=,!,,(2). Hence 71 -4 and 
H/E N & . Since zG n E 2 A the cases C N A, and C N A, are not possible. 
If C = Ml2 , then C - : (c) x L where L = Ml,. Since C,(c)’ contains an 
element d conjugate to c in H we have d EL. Let 7J E Syl,(C) containing c 
and d. Since c $2(U) n U’ we have that d is a noncentral element of order 3 
in L. But then 4 divides 1 C,(d)1 and thus 1 C(c, d)l, a contradiction. 
IfC/‘lB=L,(2)thenC-(c)xK,whereB~K,B!zEs,BCAand 
K/B F L,(2). However, O,(C(B)) = O,(C,(B)) N 2, x Z2 x D, * D, . Since 
&(O,(C(B))) L (z) we have (z) 4 N(B), a contradiction. 
So C is not fusion-simple. Since Z*(C) -: 1 we must have a subgroup Cs 
of index 2 in C. Since C&%)/F acts irreducibly on B/(Z) and p/B we must 
have Cs 3 P. Hence’ (C(T) n C,,)/F is of index 2 in (C(X) n C)/F and since 
(C(Z) n C)/P N Sp(n - 2,2) now n ::= 4 or n = 6 follows. 
If n = 4 then (C(X) n C,,)/p c: 2, . This contradicts the fact that f N z 
in C, . 
If n .= 6 then (C(Z) n C,,)/F N A, . Since x N x in C,, we have CF(%) = 
<5) x K, where K N D, * D, Y D, . But then K . O,(C(x) n ~,,)/O,(C(f) n C,,) 
contains an elementary abelian group of order at least 8, a contradiction. 
4.2. If A is the only abelian normal subgroup of order 2~” in H then either 
A Q G and G/A 31 GL(n -C I, 2), n = 2, 3, 4 and G does not split over A 
or G E Ml2 . 
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Proof. Because of 4.1 and Theorem A we have H/E N L,,(2). Reference 
[l, 2.21 implies it < 4. The case n < 3 follows from [5] and well-known 
classification theorems. Suppose n = 4 and by assumption H/E N A, acts 
indecomposably on E/(z). Use the results of [I, 2.21. All 240 involutions 
in E - A are conjugate under H. 
So if z is conjugate to an involution x in E - A then C,(x)/C,(x) N L,(2). 
Hence Ck,(z) C E since C&z) C,(x) C O,(C((x, x)), a contradiction. 
If xGnE_CA then by 3.4, lEnE,I =-25 for xtz(zGnE)-(z). C,(x) 
contains a subgroup K with K . CE(x)/CE(x) N L,(2) which acts indecomposable 
on Cs(x)/(x, x) of order 26. The only minimal submodule of order 23 of 
K . C&)/C&) in C&)/(x, 4 is A/(x, z). Hence En E, = A. It follows 
N(A) 3 H and thus N(A)/A N GL(5,2). By [2], N(A) is a nonsplit extension 
of A by GL(5,2). One checks immediately that N(A) - A contains only one 
class of involutions (see proof in [2]). B ecause they are conjugate to involutions 
in E - A we have zG n H C E. A result of Timmesfeld [7, Corollary B] yields 
A 4 G. 
Now Theorem B follows by 4.1, 4.2, and [4, Theorem B]. 
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